Carpenter's thrilling Halloween

(Continued from page 6)

serves a purpose: to keep you awake. Pleasure, instead of acting, simply reads the script; newcomer Jamie Lee Curtis (Tony's daughter) plays a wimp and does it wimpishly; and everyone else simply mumbles through impossibly weak dialogue.

John Carpenter's direction is what saves the film from obscurity — or infamy. When he tells you to jump, you do; when he wants you to panic, you panic. This is surprising, when you realize how contrived the circumstances are. For example, the killer is stalking a house; inside, the baby-sitter spills something on her clothes, and the laundry is in a shed in the backyard. You know full well that the next few minutes is designed to make you hold your breath; strangely enough, that's what you do.

So, Carpenter is the real star of Halloween. Between screams, you get the feeling that his reasons for making the film are similar to Ralph Bakshi's reasons for making Wizards — he's sharpening his talents for a full scale masterpiece (like Bakshi's Lord of the Rings) rather than simply turning out a second-rate one. I recommend staying tuned for Carpenter's next effort.

Jamie Lee Curtis (center) is about to notice the local knife-murderer as he wanders by the window in a scene from Halloween.

The leader in information processing is looking for a few good... INDIVIDUALS

You're an INDIVIDUAL, which is as much demonstrated by the career field you have chosen as by your life style. You haven't compromised before and don't intend to when you select your future employer, which is why you should get to know National CSS.

As one of the few companies in the world capable of leveraging the full potential of today's most sophisticated computer hardware and software systems, National CSS has consistently shown itself to be a leader in TOTAL INFORMATION PROCESSING.

Our operations include the largest IBM/Amdahl based computer system in commercial timesharing as well as a line of state-of-the-art super mini-computer systems. As for Research and Development, National CSS ranks Number 1 among all U.S. computer companies in R&D dollars spent per employee...and 5th among ALL companies in the U.S.

By choosing National CSS, you will also be joining a select group of individuals and become deeply involved in a multi-project Systems Development Department, working in a stimulating environment conducive to career growth, in the following systems programming areas:

• Developing distributed data base technology.
• Developing sophisticated high performance time-sharing operating systems utilizing virtual memory and paging techniques.
• Developing high performance image processing software.
• Interactive software for program debugging and text editing.
• User oriented problem solving environments.
• State-of-the-art mini-computer systems.
• Language development.

For further information, see our Recruiter on Campus.
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Contact your Career Placement Office to arrange an appointment.